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If X is a topological space and Y is a ring of closed

sets, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the

Wallman space W(X,F) to be a compactification of X is that

X be T1 andYF separating. A necessary and sufficient con-

dition for a Wallman compactification to be Hausdoff is

that F be a normal base. As a result, not all T, compact-

ifications can be of Wallman type. One point and finite

Hausdorff compactifications are of Wallman type.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to give an internal descrip-

tion of the Wallman spaces and compactifications which

was first introduced in 1973 by H. Wallman, who showed

a procedure employing the family of all the closed subsets

of a T1 space to generate a compactification for the space.

In 1964, 0. Frink generalized his method, by using a

normal base instead, to provide Hausdorff compactifications

for Tychonoff spaces.

Chapter II will discuss maximal collections and

ultrafilters. Essentially they are equivalent. However,

in some cases the filter-description of the Wallman com-

pactifications could be more convenient. The proof of

Lemma 3.6 is an example.

We develop the Wallman spaces in Chapter III. A

necessary and sufficient condition for a Wallman space

to be a compactification is also given, and that for a

Wallman compactification to be Hausdorff.

A general definition of a Wallman compactification

will be given in Chapter IV, which will enable us to find

more compactifications to be of Wallman type.
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Before definitions and theorems are stated, some

remarks on notation are in order. If there is no con-

fusion with respect to which space a closure of a

closed set F is formed, F will be used to denote the

closure of F with respect to the whole space. Otherwise,

Clx(F) will be used to denote the closure of F with

respect to the space X.

Several definitions used throughout this paper and

some theorems assumed without proof here will be stated

as follows.

Definition 1.1. A topological space X is a regular

space if and only if whenever A is closed in X and

x EX- A, then there are disjoint open sets U and V with

x E U and A cV.

Definition 1.2. A T3 space is a regular T1 space.

Definition 1.3. A topological space X is completely

regular if and only if whenever A is a closed set in X and

x E X - A, there is a continuous realvalued function f such

that f(x) = 0 and f(A) = 1.

Definition 1.4. A Tychonoff space is a completely

regular Ti space.

Definition 1.5. A topological space X is normal if

and only if whenever A and B are two disjoint closed sets

in X, there are disjoint open sets U and V with AcU and

BcV.
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Definition 1.6. A T4 space is a normal Ti space.

Theorem 1.7. A topological space X is compact if

and only if each family of closed subsets of X with the

finite intersection property has nonempty intersection.

Theorem 1.8. A compact Hausdorff space is a T4
space.



CHAPTER II

MAXIMAL COLLECTIONS AND P-FILTERS

We now introduce some definitions and theorems about

maximal collections and P-filters, which will be employed

to develop the Wallman spaces and to prove some theorems

in the later chapters.

Definition 2.1. Let Y be a family of nonempty

sets. Then Y is said to have the finite intersection

property provided that the intersection of any finite

number of elements of Y is nonempty.

This property will be referred to as the F.I.P.

Definition 2.2. Let Y be a family of sets. Then

a subfamily 1 of nonempty elements of Y is said to be a

maximal collection with respect to the F.I.P. if and only

if (1) 1 has the F.I.P. and (2) the only super-collection

of m with the F.I.P. is m itself.

Maximal collections which will be mentioned without

any modification shall mean the maximal collections with

respect to the F.I.P.

Theorem 2.3. Let Y be a family of sets. Given

any collection 2 of elements of FYwith the F.I.P., there

is a maximal collection I containing 2.
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Proof. Consider the collection 6 of all the super-

collections of I with the F.I.P. 6 is partially ordered

by inclusion. Each chain in this partially ordered set

has an upper bound, the union of all the members of this

chain. Hence, by Zorn's lemma, there exists a maximal

collection m containing 13.

Definition 2.4. A family F of sets is called a

ring if it is closed under finite unions and finite

intersections; i.e.., if F1 , F2 E , then F1UF2 , F1AF2 EF.

Throughout this paper, we will use [Y] to denote

the ring generated by taking all the possible finite

unions of finite intersections of elements of F.

Theorem 2.5. LetsF be a family of sets. A maximal

collection m of F is characterized by the properties:

(1) . If FlIF2 E m and F fF2 JE F, then FflF2 E m.

(2). If FE.F then FEm if and only if FQnK #

for each K E m.

Proof. Assume m is a maximal collection. For part

(1) , if FI, F2 Em and F1 F F2 EY then mUt(F1 AF2} is a

collection with the F.I.P. containing m, and hence

FlA F2 E m. For part (2), if FE m, then suppose there is

K E m such that Fn K = . This leads to a contradiction

to the F.I.P. of m. If FEF and FflK # 4 for each

KE m, then mU {F} is a collection with the F.I.P. con-

taining m. Since m is a maximal collection, it follows

FE m.
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The converse part is trivial.

For a ring Y, Theorem 2.5 (1) can be replaced by

(1). If F, ,2 E m, then F1 FiF2 E m.

Definition 2.6. If Y is a family of sets and m is

a subfamily of Y, then m is called prime if whenerver

F,KEY and FUKEm, then F Em or KErm.

Theorem 2.7. If Y is a family of sets, then each

maximal collection m of .T is prime.

Proof. Suppose m is a maximal collection, F1,F2 EY

and F1 UF2 E m. If both F1 and F2 do not belong to m,

then by theorem 2.5, there exist K1 ,K2 Em such that

F lnK 1= and F2 AnK2 = . -Since K1,K2 and F1 UF2 are

elements of m, so K1AK2 li(F 1 UF2) 4. But

K lK2 f(FIUF2 ) = (K 1 fK2AF1) U1(K K2fF2)

This is a contradiction. Hence F Em or F2 Em.

Theorem 2.8. If Y is a family of sets and m is a

maximal collection of Y, then m' = [F EY I there is S E m

such that Sc FJ is a maximal collection of [Y]. Con-

versely, if m' is a maximal collection of [Y], then

m'AY is a maximal collection of Y.

Proof. Let Y be a family of sets and m be a maximal

collection of Y. Then m' is a maximal collection of [Y].

To show this, let S1 ,S2 Em'. Then there exist R1 ,R2 E [m]

such that R c S1, R2 c:S2 and R R2 So 2s lS2# '

and R 1FR2 cS lS2 . Hence S 1s2 Em'. If K E [Y] and
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KO S # 4 for each SE m', then K is the intersection of a

finite number of elements of I or is the union of finite

intersections of elements of. If K = Flj F2n ... n F

where n is a natural number, then for each F , i=1,2,...,n

we have F A S 4 for each SEm. So for each F., F. E m

and hence K E m'. If K = KU K2 U .. . U Kg, where q is a

natural number, then each Ki, i = 1,2,...,q, is an inter-

section of a finite number of elements of f, and if KI [m],

then for each K. there exists an S. E [m] such that

S n K = 4. Let S = S 2 -S . Since S E [m], so

Kf S # 4). But SAK = Sn (K1 U K2 U ...U K) = (SfnK1)U (SfnK 2 )

U ... U (S Kq) = 4). This is a contradiction. Hence there

is a Ki such that K E [m]. Hence K E m'.

Conversely, suppose m' is a maximal collection of

[J], then m'FJ is a maximal collection ofF. To show

this, if m')FY is not a maximal collection of F, then

there exists a maximal collection m* of F containing

m'fl. And there is a KEm* -m'OF, such that KQIF 4 for

each FE [m'flFIl. For each F' E m', there is an FE [m'nF]I

such that Fc F'. So F' K #4. Hence KE m' and thus

KE m'flY. This is a contradiction. Therefore m'nf is a

maximal collection of F.

The family of all closed subsets, the family of

all open subsets, and the family of all subsets of a

space X are examples of rings of sets. A particularly

interesting and useful example of a ring of sets is the

zero set of a space.
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Example. Let X be a topological space. The zero set

of X is the collection of all closed sets, each of which is

the zero set of some continuous real-valued function f

defined on X, i.e., the inverse image f l(0). Let C(X)

be the set of all the continuous real-valued functions

defined on X, then Y7 = [Z cXIZ = f~l(0), for some f E C(X) J

is the zero set of X.

To show Y is a ring, let A,B EY, then there exist

two functions f,g E C(X) such that A = f 1(0) and

B = g1 (0). Consider h(x) = If(X) I + Jg(x) I and

k(x) = f(x) g(x) for each x EX. It is easy to see that

AUB = k~1 (0), AfB = h 1 (0) and both h),k E C(X) . This

shows Yis a ring.

Definition 2.9. Let P be a ring of sets of a space

X. A P-filter Y on X is a collection of nonempty elements

of P with the properties:

(1). If A,BEY, then AfB E Y.

(2). If A E Y, and A cA'E P, then A'EY7.

As a -special case, if P is the set of all subsets

of X, then a P-filter is just called a filter on X. A

P-filter of zero-sets will be called Z-filter.

Definition 2.10. A P-ultrafilter is a maximal

P-filter.

Theorem 2.11. Every P-filter is contained in a

P-ultrafilter.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of

Theorem 2.3.
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Theorem 2.12. For a P-filter Y, the following are

equivalent:

(a). Y is a P-ultrafilter.

(b) . If A E P and Af~F# for each FEY, then AEY.

Proof. To show (b) follows from (a) is trivial. To

show the converse part, we need to note that (1) of

theorem 2.5 is satisfied by definition 2.9. On the other

hand, if A EC , then, by Theorem 2.9, Af~F for each

F E F. Hence, by Theorem 2.5, (a) follows from (b).

Theorem 2.13. Every P-ultrafilter is prime.

Proof: It is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7.

Definition 2.14. A P-filter F converges to p E X

if and only if each neighborhood of p contains an element

of F. A P-filter Y has p as a cluster point if and only

if p belongs to the closure of each F E F.

Definition 2.15. A P-filter F is called fixed if

and only if the intersection of all elements of F is

nonempty. Otherwise Y is called free.

If P is a ring of closed sets, then a P-filter F

has a cluster point if and only if F is fixed.

For each topological space X, let PX be a ring of

subsets of X and if f:X -> Y is continuous, then

define: P ={QcY jf1 (Q) EPXJ. Clearly, PY is a ring

of subsets of Y. Also, if F is a PX-filter, define:

f(F) = QcYlf~1 (Q) EF}.
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Theorem 2.16. Let f:X + Y be continuous. andY^ be a

PX-filter on X. Then f() is a Py-filter on Y. Further-

more, if F is a prime PX-filter, then f() is a prime

Py-filter.

Proof. If F is a PX-filter, and A,BE f(F), then

f~1(AC B) = f~1 (A) C)f~1 (B) EF, and hence AflBE f().. For

each QEPY, if Ac Q for some AE f(F), then f~1(A)cf 1 (Q).

Since f~'(A) EY, then f 1 (Q) EF. Consequently, Q E f(F) .

This shows f() is a Py-filter.

To show the second part, let A, B E P and AUBE f(F).

Then f~1 (A) U f~ (B) = f 1 (AU B) EYF. Since F is prime and

f (A) , f~1 (B) E PX, it follows f_ 1 (A) or f~1 (B) belongs

to Y. Then one of A and B belongs to f(F). Thus f(F) is

prime.

We end this chapter with the following two theorems

on zero sets.

Theorem 2.17. A topological space X is completely

regular if and only if the zero set of X forms a base for

the closed sets in X.

Proof. If X is completely regular, then for each

closed set K and each pE K, there exists an f E C(X) such

that f(p) = 0 and f(K) = 1. Consider g(x) = f(x) - 1, for

each x E X. We can see that g E C(X) and p ( g:1 (0) D>K.

Hence the zero set forms a base for the closed sets in

X.
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Conversely, if the zero set of X forms a base for the

closed sets in X, for each closed set K and each p(K,

there is a zero set, namely f~1(0), such that p f~ (0) D K.

Consider the function:

g(x) = ,) - f(x) for each xE X.

We can see now that gE C(X), and g(p) = 0, g(K) = 1.

Hence X is completely regular.

Theorem 2.18. For a Tychonoff space X, the following

are equivalent.

(a). X is compact..

(b). Every Z-filter on X has a cluster point.

(c). Every Z-ultrafilter on X converges.

Proof. To show (b) follows from (a), notice that

each Z-filter is a collection of closed sets with the

F.I.P., and hence is fixed and has a cluster point.

To show (a) follows from (b), let T be a collection

of closed subsets of Xwith F.I.P. Consider the collection

P' of all zero sets each of which contains at least one of

the elements of f. Clearly, PT' has the F.I.P. and is a

Z-filter. By assumption, P' has a cluster point, say p.

Suppose there is an FE.F such that pEf F, then by Theorem

2.17 there exists a zero set K such that p KDF. Since

KE ' and p K, this leads to a contradiction. Hence p

belongs to the intersection of all elements of F.
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To show (c) follows from (b), let F be a Z-ultra-

filter having p as a cluster point. If , is an open
p

neighborhood of p, then there exists a function f E C(X)

such that f(p) = 0, f(X-Jf ) = 1. So the zero set
p

C1 (0)belongs to Y and is contained in Y . Therefore
p

F converges to p.

To show (b) follows from (c), let Y be a Z-filter.

Then it is contained in a Z-ultrafilter ' which converges

to a point p E X. Suppose there is K EF such that p fK,

then X -K is an open neighborhood of p, and hence there

is an F E'such that FX-K. But Ffl1K = I. This is a

contradiction. Hence p belongs to every element of F.



CHAPTER III

WALLMAN SPACES

For a topological space X, let F be a family of closed

subsets. We define W(X,F) to be the set of all maximal

collections with respect to the F.I.P. and for each FEY,

F* = {m EW(XJ)IF E m}.

The family tF*J can be used as subbase to generate,

by finite union then arbitrary intersection, a topology.

We will call W(X,F) with this topology a Wallman space,

and this subbase a Wallman subbase.

In case F is a ring, the topology of W(X,F) is just

the one generated by {F*J as a base, Wallman base, and

the elements of W(XF) are Y-ultrafilters.

Lemma 3.1. If F is a ring, then (F1flF2)* = Ff*fF2

and (FU F2 )* = Fj*UF2*, for each F,F 2 EY.

Proof. For each mE (F1 F2)*, we have FilF2 E m.

Since mis anF-filter, F1 Em and F2 Em, i.e., mEF*1 2 1
and m E F2*. Conversely, for each m E F* F2*, then F E m

and F 2 E m, and hence FinAF2 E m. It follows that mE(Fln F2
Therefore (F1 2nF2)* = F*fF2

For each m E (FIU F2 )*, we have F1 U F 2 E m. Then, by

Theorem 2.7, m is prime and F1 E m or F2 E m. That is

m E F*or m E F7*. Conversely, for each mE F*UF2*, then

13
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F E m or F2 E m. Either of them implies FU F2 E m, and

hence m E (FU F2 )*. This proves(FU F2 )* = F*UF.

Let the ring generated by f be denoted by [ 1.

Lemma 3.2. If F is a family of closed subsets of a

space X, then W(XF) is homeomorphic to W(X,[l]).

Proof. Define f(m) = (F' E [] I F"C F" for some

F"E [m]}. In Chapter II, we showed that f(m) is a maximal

collection of [Y], and hence f is a mapping from W(XF)

into W(X,[I).

For each m' E W(X, [J]), m'f is a maximal collection

of f and f(m'Q F) = m'. So f is onto. If ml M 2 , for

mm 2 EY, then there is a K E m s uch that K m2 . It fol-

lows that KE f(mi) and K f(m2). Therefore f is one-one.

To show f is continuous, it suffices to show that

f(F*) is closed in W(X, [I]) for each closed subbase element

F* of W(XJ). Let (F**} be the Wallman base of W(X,[Y].

So each F** is the collection of all the maximal collec-

tions of [Y] having F as an element. It is now trivial to

see f (F*) c F**. If m' Ep**, then F E m' and m'n FE F*. It

follows that f(m'flY) = m' E f(F*). Hence we have f(F*) =F**

and this shows f 1 is continuous. Since f is one-one, we

also have f' (F**) = F*, for each FE.F.

To show f is continuous, it suffices to show that

f-1(G**) is closed in W(X,F), for each closed base element

G** of W(X,[F]). Consider GE [F]. G=Ufl(FiIFE.},
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where S is a finite subfamily of F, and the notation "Un,"

used above means a combination of unions and intersections,

i.e., G can be generated by finite unions of finite inter-

sections of elements off2. Then G** - (U( FIlF ES})**.

By Lemma 3.1, we have G** = UnltF.**I F E }
1 1

Then

f~(G**) = f 1 (UrltF** IF.E S)
1 1

= UA [f~1(F**)|F. E }

= un F.*\ F. E 3B

This shows f~1 (G**) is closed, and hence f is contin-

uous. Therefore f is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 3.3. Every Wallman space W(X,F) is compact.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the caseYF being

a ring. Let S be a family of nonempty closed subsets of

W(X,F) with the F.I.P. Consider S = {KnJK.i E} . We will

show that S is nonempty. Each K. in S is the intersection

of a family, say PK.' of basic closed sets. So S is the
1

intersection of a family of basic closed sets, say2'

21' = U {PIKxi E SJ}, with F.I.P. By Lemma 3.1, the corres-

ponding family13 of 2' in X has the F.I.P., and hence is

contained in a maximal collection m. It follows that mE F*

for each F* E 13' . Hence m E S. This shows that S is

nonempty. Therefore every Wallman space is compact.

In order to get a closer connection between W(X,F)

and X, we define i(x) = [FEYJxE FJ for each xE X. We

will show sufficient conditions for 4 to be a mapping
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from X to W(X,F). Whenever 4 is a mapping, it will be

referred to as the Wallman mapping.

Definition 3.4. A familyYF of closed subsets of a

space X is called disjunctive in F provided that if x F

where F EF , then there exists a G EY such that x E G c X - F.

Lemma 3.5. If F is a ring of closed subsets of a

space X, then 4 is a mapping of X into W(X,F) if and only

if F is disjunctive inY.

Proof. Assume i is a mapping of X into W(X,Y). Let

x E X - F, where F EY. Since F # (x) and $(x) is an ultra-

filter, there is GE i(x) such that GflF = , i.e., xE Gc X-F.

This shows F is disjunctive.

Conversely, assume Fis disjunctive. If F1 ,F2 E (x),

then x E F 1 fF2 and Fi9F2 E ip(x). It is also clear that

if F E 4(x), then x E FQnG # for each G E i(x). If FEF

and Ft (x), that is x$ F, then there is an F' E Fsuch

that xEF'cX-F. That is F'E (x) and FflF' = . Hence

4(x) is a maximal collection.

For a ring of closed subsets Y, the Wallman mapping

assigns each xE X to the fixedY-ultrafilter which clusters

at this point x.

Lemma 3.6. If 4 is the Wallman mapping of X into

W(X,F), then $(F) = F* for each F EY.

Proof. Suppose there exists an mE F* - 4(F). Then

there is a G EY such that mt G* and F*DG*D)(F). Since
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IF* is disjunctive, there exists a KEF such that mE K*cF*

and K*flG* = 4). Since $(K) c K*cF* - $(F) , where F*- $(F)

is a set of free ultrafilters and i(K) is a set of fixed

ultrafilters. We have a contradiction.

Lemma 3.7. Every Wallman mapping i is continuous and

(X) is dense in W(X,F).

Proof. To prove $ is continuous, it suffices to show

1~ (F*) is closed for each basic closed set F*. Since

i(x) E F* if and only if F E $(x), and F E $(x) if and only

if xE F, we have ~ (F*) = F. Hence p is continuous. The

second part is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.6.

Definition 3.8. A familyYF of closed subsets of X is

called separating if for each closed subset K of X and

x tK, there exist sets F,G EF such that x E F, Kc G and

Fi G = 4).

Lemma 3.9. Let F be a family of closed subsets of a

space X, thenYF is a base for closed subsets of X and is

disjunctive inF if and only if Y is separating.

Proof. Assume F is a base for closed sets and is

disjunctive inF. Let K be a closed set and xE X -K. Then

there is an FEY such that xEX-F and FD K, sinceY is a

closed base. And there is a G EY such that x E Gc X - F,

sinceY is disjunctive. It follows that G FF=4 andYF is

separating. The converse part is clear.

Example 3.10. The space is X = [0,1] with the rela-

tive usual topology. ConsiderY= [x,y]|0s x < y!51,
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x,y are irrationalsi. Let p = 0, K = [ ,Y]. We can now

see that no element of [7] contains p and is disjoint from

K. Hence [F] is not disjunctive and the Wallman mapping

is not defined.

Example 3.2. Consider the same space as Example 3.1,

and let 7 = {[x,y I0O !gx<y! 1, x,y are rationalsJ. Then

[7] is disjunctive and separating.

Example 3.3. Consider the subspace X = [0,1] of

the Sorgenfrey line. That is,a basic neighborhood of each

xE X is of the form [x,y), x< y. The point p = 1 is both

open and closed. Consider = t[x,y]0 s x s y s 1, x,y are

rationalsJ. [7] is a disjunctive ring of closed sets.

Each (x) is the unique fixed F-ultrafilter which clusters

at x for each xE X. To show [7] is not separating, we

need to note the closed subset K = [yln is a natural

number. Any element of [7] containing K cannot be sepa-

rated from p. Hence this is an example of a disjunctive

ring of closed sets which is not separating.

Lemma 3.10. If f is a ring of closed subsets of X,

then the Wallman mapping i is a homeomorphism of X onto

$(X) if and only if X is a T, space and 7 is separating.

Proof. Assume 4 is a homeomorphism. Then each

fixed 7 -ultrafilter clusters at a unique point. Then X is

necessarily T1 . To show 7 is separating, by Lemma 3.9 it

suffices to show 7 is a base. Let K be a closed set in X
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and x $ K, then i(x)fl i (K) = . There exists a G*E[F*IFEf}

such that (x) 4 G* (K). Thus x GD K and F is a base.

Conversely, assume X is T andYF is separating. If

$(x) = i(y), for distinct x,yE X, then x and y cannot be

separated byYF. This is a contradiction. Thus i is one-one.

To show 1 is continuous, let K be a closed subset in X.

Then

K = A{F.1F. El cJ

= n(p 1(F*F) IF.E 1 c}

= ~(n F* F*. I FOE Ic}.

1 1Thus XK) = [F* F., E$ c.F} is closed. This shows $ IS

continuous. Hence $ is a homeomorphism.

From Lemma 3.2, Theorem 3.3, and Lemma 3.10, we have

the following theorem.

Theorem 3.11. The pair (W(XF),h) is a compactifi-

cation of X if and only if X is T1 and [Y] is separating.

It follows from the theorem stated above that

whenever (W(X,F),h) is a compactification of X, it is

necessary that W(X,F) is a T1 space. The next theorem will

give a necessary and sufficient condition for W(X,F) to be

Hausdorff.

Definition 3.12. A disjunctive base for the closed

sets of a TI space is called a normal base if any two

disjoint members A and B of this base are contained re-

spectively in two disjoint complements C' and D' of members

C and D of this base, i.e., ACC', BcD' and C' AD' = .
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Theorem 3.13. If the pair W(X,.),h); is a compacti-

fication of X, then W(X,F) is Hausdorff if and only if

[F] is normal.

Proof. We need only to consider the case in which

. is a ring. Assume W(X,F) is Hausdorff, and hence normal.

Let F1 ,F2 be two disjoint members of F and F*1,F* be the

corresponding basic closed sets in W(X,F). By Lemma 3.1,

F*and F*2 are disjoint, and hence are contained in two

disjoint open sets V'), V2', respectively. Each of these two

open sets is the union of some family of basic open sets

which is a cover of the basic closed set it contains.

Then F*,F* are contained in two disjoint unions of finite

collections of basic open sets, that is, contained in two

disjoint basic open sets, say U1fU2'. Now, let

K*=W(X,F) - u'

K*2= W(X,F) -u

and let UPU2 be the corresponding open sets of Ul',U2' in X.

It is easy to see that FC U1 = X - K , F2 cU2 = X - K2 and

U1 A U2 = . This showsYF is normal.

Conversely, assumes F is normal. Let ml and m2 be

two distinct points of W(X,Y). Then there exists two dis-

joint members F1 and F2 of F such that F1 E m1 and F2 E m2.

By assumption there exist two members Kl and K2 of F such

that Fic X-K, F2 cX- K 2 and (X -K,)fn(X-K2 ) = +. -Then

the corresponding basic open sets (X - K)' and (X - K2)
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are disjoint and contain ml and m 2, respectively. This

shows W(X,IT) is Hausdorff .

As a special case, when F is the family of all the

closed subsets of X, then Theorem 3.13 shows that a Wallman

space W(X,F) is Hausdorff if and only if X is normal.

Theorem 3.13 also can be employed to prove the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.14. Let X be a T1 space. Then X is com-

pletely regular if and only if it is semi-normal.

Proof. Assume X is completely regular. We have

shown in Chapter II that the zero set of a completely

regular space forms a base for closed sets.

To show the zero set Z is disjunctive, let x E A E Z.

Then there is an f E C(X) such that f(x) = 0 and f(A) = 1.

Then x E f~(O) E Z and f-1 (O)fljA = . Hence Z is dis-

junctive.

To show the zero set Z is normal, let A,B E Z,

A = f= (0), B=g (0) and AF B = +, where f,gE C(X).

Define

hf~x)
h(x) =f(x)Itg(x)

We have h~1(0) = A, h1 (1) = B and hE C(X). Define

k (x) = min(h(x),.) 1

and

k2(x) = max(h(x) ,4) - 2
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Both kI and k2 belong to C(X). Since for each

xE X - k (0), we have h(x)<- and for each xEX-k2 1 (O)
2we have h(x)>-. If follows that
3

1 -
(X - k (o))fn(X -k2  (0)) = .

To show A c X - k 1 (0), for each x E A, we see that

h(x) = 0 and then k1 (x) = -$. Thus xEX-k 1  (0) . To show

Bc X - k21 (0), for each x E B, we have h(x) = 1, and then

k2(x) = $. Thus xE X - k2(0). Therefore Z is normal and

hence X is semi-normal.

Conversely, if X is semi-normal with a normal base,

then by Theorem 3.13, X is homeomorphic to a subspace of

the compact Hausdorff space W(X, ). Therefore X is

completely regular.



CHAPTER IV

WALLMAN COMPACTIFICATIONS

In order to check a given compactification of X' of

a space X to be of Wallman type, we will first give a

general definition of Wallman compactifications. Then we

will develop some theorems which will be used to verify

that the compactifications are of Wallman type.

Definition 4.1. A space X' is called a Wallman

compactification of a space X if X is TP, dense in X',

and has a separating family F such that the Wallman map-

ping of X to W(X,F) can be extended to a homeomorphism

of i from X' onto W(xF).

Notice that the extension stated above is unique.

To show this, let both q and v be homeomorphic extensions

of from V onto W(XF). If there is an x E X' - X such

that f(x) # v(x), then there exists a basic closed set F*

of W(X,F) such that f(x) E F* and v(x) F*. Since

F* = v(F) (F), v(F) = v(F) and i(F) = r(F), we have

F* = v(F) n(F). That is-v (F*) = f~I(F*). This is a

contradiction. Therefore the homeomorphism mentioned

above is unique.

Let f be the homeomorphic extension of p from X' onto

W(x,F) . Let x E X' - X. If x E F for some F E , then -n(x) E F*

23
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since n(F) = F* which we have already shown. That is,

FE q(x). So [F1x E F} c:r(x). Conversly, if FE (x),

then n(x) E F*. It follows that x E ri(F*) = F. Hence

n(x) = (F1x E YJ . - The extension -n assigns each x E X' - X

to the free F-ultrafilter which clusters at x. Also we

can see that the collection of closures of elements of F

in X' actually coincides with the Wallman base in the

Wallman space W(X,F). From that we can observe necessary

and sufficient conditions for a compactification to be of

Wallman type.

Definition 4.2. Let X' be a compactification of X

and F be a family of closed sets in X'. ThenF has the

trace property with respect to X if whenever

F =fl{F Efli- 1,2,...,n,

where n is a natural numberJ r ,

then FnlX .

Lemma 4.3. The Wallman base [F*J of W(X,F) has the

trace property with respect to (X), where i is the Wall-

man mapping from X to W(XF).

Proof. LetF be a ring of closed sets. If F* ,F*2E[F*}

and F*rpF*2  , then, by Lemma 3.1, F1 F2 # 4. Let

x E F,1 9F2 . Then 0 (x) E (F1lF2)* = F*AF*2. Hence

(F* n F*)n $ (X) 0$

Theorem 4.4. If X' is a Wallman compactification of

X, i.e., X' is homeomorphic to W(X,F) for some separating
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ring of X, andY' = {ClX, (F) IFJ F} , thenY' is a separating

ring with the trace property with respect to X. Conversely,

if a compact T, space X' has a separating family ' with

the trace property with respect to a dense subspace X,

then V is a Wallman compactification of X.

Proof. If V is a Wallman compactification of X and

X' is homeomorphic to W(XF), whereYF is a separating ring,

then I' = {ClX,-(F)IFEY F}is the inverse image of the Wall-

man base of W(X,F). Since the Wallman base of W(X,F) is

a separating ring with the trace property with respect to

X, and so isF'.

Conversely, suppose V is a compact T1 space having

a separating family ' with the trace property with respect

to a dense subspace X. ConsideriF = [F'fXjF'E'J. If

xE X and x F'fX for some F'E', then x(F'. SinceY'

is separating, there exist F1 ',F2 ' EF' such that x E Fl'

F' C F2 ' and Fl'flF2' = . - It follows that x E F'nfX,

F'Xc F2'1fX and (Ff'flX) n (F2'AX) = . Hencef is separ-

ating.

Let V be a Wallman compactification of X and be

the Wallman mapping from X to W(XF), and define p(x) = $(x)

if xEX, (x) = [F'AXIxEF' EF'j if xEX' -X.

To show that n is a mapping from X' to W(X,F), if

x E X' and if F1 'nX, F 2
1 fX E -n(x) , then (Fi'nfF 2 )fXE (x)

If (K'AX) $ r (x) for some K' E F ', then x ( K' . So there
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exists an F' E.F' such that x E F' and F'AK' = 4'. That is,

(F'fX)fl(K'IX) = 4, where F'fX E (x). Hence T(x) is an

F-ultrafilter and hence r is a mapping.

Let x,yE X' and suppose r(x) = n(y). If x # y, then

there exis ts an F' EY' such that x E F' and y ( F'. That

is, F'fX E r (x) and FM'FX $rq(y). This is a contradiction.

Hence a is a one-one mapping.

To show q is onto, if mE W(X,F), then consider

m' {F' EY'IF'fX E mj. If F1 ',F 2'E m', then F1'nXE m and

F2 'f X E m. Since (F1'fX)f (F 2 'flX) = (F'lF2')nX = 4', we have

F1'fF2' # 4'. Since X' is compact, there exists an

xE IF' E m'J. Thus T(x) is a maximal collection of F con-

taining m. This shows q(x) = m and a is onto.

SinceY' is a base for the closed sets of X' and

S(F') = (F'AX)* for each F' E.T', we have that both - and

T1 are continuous. Therefore n is a homeomorphic exten-

sion of i.

The next thing we are going to show are some examples

which are essentially the application of the theorem proved

above.

Exaple 4.1. Let X be the set of all rationals in

the open interval (0,1). The setY' of all the closed

subintervals of [0,1] with rational endpoints is a family

of closed sets in X' = [0,1]. [P'] is a separating ring.

Any nonempty intersection of finite members of [F']
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obviously has nonempty intersection with X, i.e., [F'j has

the trace property with respect to X. Therefore X' is a

Wallman compactification of X.

Example 4.2. Let X be an infinite T1 space and

X'= XU {p,qJ, where p,q4 X. The space X' has the cofinite

topology, i.e., the complement of each open set is finite.

Let F be a separating family of closed subsets of X.

Notice that the only closed set in X whose closure, in X',

contains p or q is X. Thus p and q cannot be separated

by elements of tCl x, (F)IF EYJ. -It follows from the above

theorem that X' cannot be a Wallman compactification of X.

This example also shows that not all the T1 compactifications

can be if Wallman type.

Before we discuss the Hausdorff Wallman compactifi-

cation, let us recall that, which we have already proved

in Theorem 3.13, the Wallman base of a Hausdorff Wallman

space is normal. Now let X' be a Hausdorff Wallman com-

pactification of a T1 space X with a separating family F,

i.e. , X' is homeomorphic to W(X,F), and let q be the

homeomorphic extension from X' to W(XF). Thus the family

(I= $2 (F*)IF* is a member of the Wallman base of W(X,F)}

is a normal separating ring of closed subsets of X' with

the trace property with respect to X. Conversely, if a

compactification of a T1 space X has a normal separating

ring ' with the trace property with respect to X, it

follows from Theorem 4.4 that X' is a Wallman compactifi-

cation of X. Also, we showed, in the proof of Theorem 4.4,
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F= XFAXIF EY'} is a separating ring in X, and X' is

homeomorphic to W(X,YF). To show Yis normal, let K1,K2 EF.

Then K = K*1X,and K2 = 2 Xfor some K*,K*E '.

SinceY' is normal, there exist G*,G*2 EY' such that

K* c X' - G* , K*2 c V - G* and (X' - G*i)( (X' - G*2)

Let G =,G*n X and G2 = G* 2 AX. It is easy to see that

K 1 c X - G,K2c X - G 2 and (X- G1 )n (X- G2) = +. Thus we

have completed the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5. X' is a Hausdorff compactification of

a dense T, space X if and only if V possesses a normal

separating ring Y' with the trace property with respect

to X.

We have not been able to answer whether all Hausdorff

compactifications are of the Wallman type. However some

types of Hausdorff compactifications can be shown to be

Wallman.

Theorem 4.6. If X' = XU (m} is a Hausdorff one-point

compactification of a space X, then V is a Wallman com-

pactification of X.

Proof. Consider the collectionY' of closed subsets

of X', which is either a closed subset contained in X or

a closed neighborhood of the element m. It is clear that

F' is a ring with the trace property with respect to X.

Let K be a closed subset of V. If m K, then there exist

two disjoint open sets U1 and U2 such that KC UI and mE U2 .
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Then U2 is a closed neighborhood of m and U2K = . If

mE K, for each p E X' - K, there exist two disjoint open

sets V1 and V2 such that pE V, and KC V2 . Then V2 is a

closed neighborhood of m and V2fn K = . Hence Y' is

separating. Thus, by Theorem 4.4, X' is a Wallman compact-

ification of X.

The point m in the above proof is actually the trace

of closed neighborhoods of m with respect to X. Let

= {FAX F E '. Then the point m is the unique free

Y-ultrafilter which converges to m.

For a finite Hausdorff compactification X' of a space

X, i.e., X' -X is finite, we can also obtain the separating

ring by using a similar procedure. Let X' -X = tm1,m2 ,

.,mnln is a natural number}. Since X' is a Hausdorff,

for each point mi, there exists a class iof closed neigh-

borhoods of mi, each of which does not contain any point

m.E X' - X for j # 1. Now the collection ' is a collec-

tion of closed subsets of X' each of which is either a

closed set contained in X or a member of., i = ,2,...,n.

In a way similar to the proof of Theorem 4.6, we can show

P' is a separating ring of closed subsets with the trace

property with respect to X. Therefore X' is a Wallman

compactification of X. Hence we have the following.

Corollary. If X' is a finite Hausdorff compactifica-

tion of a space X, then X' is a Wallman compactification

of X.
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